In this paper, we investigate the impact of spatial, temporal, and amplitude resolution on the perceptual quality of a compressed video. Subjective quality tests were carried out on a mobile device and a total of 189 processed video sequences with 10 source sequences included in the test. Subjective data reveal that the impact of spatial resolution (SR), temporal resolution (TR), and quantization stepsize (QS) can each be captured by a function with a single content-dependent parameter, which indicates the decay rate of the quality with each resolution factor. The joint impact of SR, TR, and QS can be accurately modeled by the product of these three functions with only three parameters. The impact of SR and QS on the quality are independent of that of TR, but there are significant interactions between SR and QS. Furthermore, the model parameters can be predicted accurately from a few content features derived from the original video. The proposed model correlates well with the subjective ratings with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.985 when the model parameters are predicted from content features. The quality model is further validated on six other subjective rating data sets with very high accuracy and outperforms several well-known quality models.
I. INTRODUCTION
N ETWORKED video applications such as streaming and chat are becoming prevalent, especially over wireless networks and using small mobile devices. The users in such application are very heterogeneous in their access link bandwidth, processing and display capabilities. The primary parameters of a video bitstream, which control the bandwidth requirement, include quantization stepsize (QS) (controlling amplitude resolution), frame rate (controlling temporal resolution or TR) and frame size (controlling spatial resolution or SR). Given the bandwidth limitation and display resolution of a receiver, the encoder, a network transcoder or adaptor has to decide at which spatial, temporal, and amplitude resolution (STAR) to code, transcode or adapt a video, to achieve the best Manuscript received June 17, 2012; revised September 9, 2013 and December 25, 2013; accepted January 16, 2014. Date of publication January 29, 2014; date of current version May 7, 2014. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Stefan Winkler.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TIP.2014.2303636 perceptual quality. Therefore, it is important to understand the impact of the STAR on the perceptual quality. Some prior works e.g., [1] - [9] , have explored the impact of SR, TR and quantization artifacts (not QS directly) fully or partially on perceived video quality. The works in [1] and [2] investigate the interaction between frame rate and quantization. However, they did not propose any analytical model to capture the effect of the frame rate and quantization artifacts on the quality. In [3] and [4] authors proposed a video quality metric, which is a weighted sum of two terms; one is PSNR of the temporally interpolated sequences (using frame repeat) from the original low frame-rate video and another one is frame-rate reduction. The original model in [3] used a fixed weighting parameter to improve upon [3] , whereas [4] proposed to use the motion of the test sequences to adjust the weighting parameter. In [9] authors use an optimization algorithm to provide a systematic analysis of their proposed model over a range of network conditions and video content. Their model predicts the quality of a video with varying temporal and quantization resolution as the product of a function of the frame rate and a function of the QS, which is quite close to our proposed model conceptually (when the SR is fixed). However they assume the first function is linear with the frame rate, which does not capture the effect of frame rate accurately based on our subjective test results. The second function decays exponentially with the QS, similar to our earlier model for the quantization effect [10] .
Authors in [5] - [8] further consider the influences of spatial resolution on perceived quality. The quality model in [5] is a function of the bitrate and a so-called truncated bitrate ratio of SNR-scalability, while the quality model in [6] , similar to the work in [3] , is a function of PSNR, TR and SR. Although quality assessments in [6] and [7] include 3 and 6 different spatial resolutions, respectively, these works only involve an SR range from QCIF to CIF. The works in [5] and [8] only include two SR's, QCIF and CIF. Furthermore, none of the tests reported in [5] - [8] were validated for mobile devices or high spatial resolutions. Even though the work in [3] is for mobile devices, authors assumed that model parameters are independent of video content. Authors in [9] believe that the model parameters depend on video contents. Nevertheless, [9] does not consider how to estimate the model parameters.
In our earlier studies [10] and [11] , we investigated the impact of TR and QS on perceptual video quality, which was evaluated on larger-screen of a laptop monitor, and proposed a [10] . In this paper, we extend the previous works by considering the interaction of SR, TR, and QS, and propose a complete quality model in terms of SR, TR, and QS. Preliminary results of this study were reported in [12] . This journal version provides a more comprehensive analysis of the subjective test results, including a statistical analysis that examines the significance of the interactions among TR, SR and QS, and a validation of the model with other datasets. The model form presented here is slightly different from that presented in [12] , because we believe the present form intuitively is more meaningful, even though both forms provide similar correlation with subjective ratings. Moreover, we did not introduce the parameter estimation in [12] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the quality assessment environment, test methodology and data post-processing. Section III analyzes the results of subjective tests and present our proposed model. Sec. IV further studies the statistical significance of STAR variables on subjective quality. Sec. VI validates the proposed models on other datasets, and also compares the performance of our model with several other quality metrics. Section V addresses the estimation of model parameters from underlying video sequences. We conclude our work in Section VII. Table I introduces the acronyms used in this paper.
II. TESTING PLATFORM AND METHODOLOGY

A. Testing Platform
Targeting for wireless mobile applications, we choose TI's Zoom2 mobile development platform (MDP) [13] as our test platform. This MDP runs on powerful TI OMAP34x processor with a 4.1-inch WVGA (854×480) resolution capacitive multitouch screen. Google's Android [14] mobile operating system (OS) version 2.1 (Eclair) is used for our test interface development. We construct GUI for the sequence display and scoring, by using Java and XML code to control the high-level program flow, while leveraging Android's SDK library for low-level video decoding process. Fig. 1 illustrates subjective rating interface on our Zoom2 MDP. In all tests we allow each subject to replay the current PVS if he/she doesn't feel confident to give a proper judgement, so as to assure more reliable subjective ratings. We adopted a 10-level rating scale as shown in Fig. 1(b) . We did not put a level below the scale "1", which would correspond to a "totally useless video", since a viewer can still understand the video scene content even from the video at the lowest STAR in our test video pool. So it is reasonable to interpret the effective rating scale as being 11 levels, as recommended by ITU P.910 [15] .
B. Test Video Pool
Ten different videos, i.e., InToTree, Shields, Football, City, Crew, Harbour, Ice, Soccer, FlowerGarden and Foreman, two at 720p (1280×720) high-definition (HD), five at 4CIF (704×576) and three at VGA (640×480) resolution, all with 30Hz, are included in our subjective tests. The first two are cropped from original 720p high-definition (HD) source to match our Zoom2 MDP display screen size. These videos are selected from the standard video pool to include various content activities. We present the snapshot of all source sequences in Fig. 2 and plot the spatial information (SI) and temporal information (TI) indices [15] of all source sequences in Fig. 3 . It demonstrates that the test sequence pool covers a wide range of video contents in terms of motion and spatial details. For the testing consistency through all the PVSs, those VGA videos are cropped and interpolated to 4CIF before sending it to the encoder. The pretest [16] performed on the same test platform suggests that VGA derived 4CIF versions and original 4CIF versions of the same videos acquire very similar viewer ratings. Low-resolution (i.e., CIF, QCIF) source videos are obtained by downsampling using the Sinewaved Sinc function [17] recommended in the SVC reference software JSVM [18] . Each source video is encoded by JSVM918 [18] using combined spatial and temporal scalabilities, with 3 spatial layers (4CIF, CIF, QCIF) and 3 temporal layers (30, 15, 7.5Hz) . Videos corresponding to different QS's are obtained by coding at different QP's without QP cascading. The GOP size is set to 8 with only the first frame coded as in the I mode. Hierarchical-B structure is used to provide temporal scalability. The spatial scalability is achieved via the multi-layer coding approach with adaptive inter-layer prediction. For motion estimation, we use SAD (Sum of Absolute Difference) as cost function for both full-pel and sub-pel. The FastSearch mode is enabled with maximum search range of 16 for full-pel search. The entropy coding method is CAVLC. The other encoding configurations follow the default settings in JSVM. For display, each PVS under 4CIF resolution is interpolated to 4CIF using the AVC 6-tap half-pel with bilinear quarter-pel interpolation filter [19] . The test interface will then automatically resize these 4CIF sequences to a spatial resolution with 480 rows, keeping the aspect ratio of input videos (for 4CIF videos, it is 1.22) by adding a grey border on the left and right side. Each PVS is played back in its native frame rate without temporal interpolation. 
C. Test Protocol
Three separate experiments were carried out. Table II lists the testing configurations for the three tests. Table III lists all the common sequences. Test 1 focuses on the perceptual impact of SR; Test 2 focuses on joint impact of SR and QP; Test 3 focuses on joint effects of STAR. In order to combine subjective scores from these three tests, we include several common sequences between three tests. Common sequences are selected such that they represent a broad quality range in order to facilitate a valid and robust mapping between the tests when combining the datasets. Note that for each source video, we tested all combinations of three SR's (QCIF, CIF, 4CIF), three TR's (7.5, 15, 30 Hz) and three QP's (28, 36, 44) . Five SR's are examined at TR = 30Hz, QP = 22, to allow us to examine the impact of SR in fine granularity when temporal and amplitude resolution are highest. Because our preliminary tests found that videos coded at QP = 22 are visually very similar to those at QP = 28, QP = 22 is not tested at other TR's in Test3. In deriving the overall quality model, we only use test results for the 27 test conditions (3 QP's, 3 SR's, 3 TR's).
Single Stimulus, as recommended by [15] is used for all tests. Before the testing session, a training session, which allows viewers to get familiar with the test, is employed. Three source sequences, i.e., InToTree, Shields and Football, are selected as training sequences, and the remaining seven are used for testing session. In Test 2 and 3, we design several subsessions with overlapping sequences, to reduce the viewing time of each subject. Each viewer can participate in one or more subsessions. On average, each viewer spends about 18-20 minutes in one viewing session.
D. Data Processing 1) Data Collection:
We have around 60 evenly distributed male and female viewers who participated in the tests. Each PVS is rated by 18-20 different viewers (from age 21 to 35). All viewers have normal visual (or after correction) and color perception. About 80% of viewers are non-expert with no related background in video processing. We adopted a 10-level discrete rating scale, as scale 1 corresponding to very bad quality, and 10 means perfect quality. The raw ratings are converted to Z-scores [20] based on the mean and standard deviation of all the scores of each viewer, given by
Here, X mi j and Z mi j denote the raw rating and Z-score of m th sequence at j th STAR combination, from i th viewer, respectively. X i denotes all ratings from i th viewer. MEAN(·) and STD(·) represent the operator for taking the mean and the standard deviation of a given set, respectively.
2) Post Screening: Two post screening methods are used in concatenation. We first perform BT.500-11 post screening method [21] in Z-score domain to remove all ratings by certain viewers because their ratings are outside the range of the majority of the viewers. On average, one viewer is eliminated for each PVS. We then conduct the second step to the remaining ratings in the raw score domain, using a ratio/averaging method. The goal of this step is to correct any "obvious" errors in the viewer ratings due to inconsistency of viewers, so that the corrected viewer ratings are more close to the ratings had the viewers been more consistent. We make use of the fact that a video coded at a lower SR under the same TR and QP would not have a rating higher than a video coded at a higher SR under the same TR and QP, if the viewer's judgement is consistent. Therefore, we calculate the ratio of ratings by the same viewer for each pair of PVS's with adjacent SR, under the same QP and TR. For each source video and each viewer, we count the number of times that the ratio is greater than a threshold (= 1.1) for all possible pairs, and we remove all the ratings by a viewer for the same source video if the outlier counter is larger than 2. For the remaining pairs of ratings by each viewer, if the ratio is larger than 1, we replace both ratings by their average. We repeat the same procedure for all possible pairs of TR (under the same SR and QP), and for all possible pairs of QP (under the same SR and TR). After this step, approximately 16-18 ratings remain for each PVS.
3) Datasets Combining: After the post-processing, we map all the Z-scores from Test 1 and Test 3 to Test 2 using the method recommended in [22] . We map all other tests to Test 2 based on the consideration that only Test 2 has a sufficient number of common sequences with both Test 1 and Test 3.
To map Test 1 data to Test 2, we use a single linear mapping function for all test sequences, because we only have one common PVS for each source sequence. To map Test 3 data to Test 2, since we have many common PVS's for each source video, we form a different linear mapping function for each source sequence.
After combining, we scale the mapped Z-scores back to [0 10] scale, using:
where MEDIAN(·) represents the median operator. X I max and X I min are the set of all viewers' maximum and minimum ratings, respectively. Z i,max and Z i,min denote the maximum and minimum Z-scores of viewer i . With this scaling, the ratings from all viewers have a common range of MEDIAN(X I min ) to MEDIAN(X I max ). In our subjective test data, MEDIAN(X I min ) = 1, and MEDIAN(X I max ) = 10. Finally, we average the scaled Z-scores from all viewers for each PVS to obtain its mean opinion score (MOS). The MOS for a sequence with a particular STAR combination, denoted by s, t, q, is indicated by MOS(s, t, q).
III. SUBJECTIVE TEST RESULTS AND PROPOSED QUALITY MODEL
In order to analyze the test results and derive a quality model reflecting the quality impact of SR, TR, and QS, we first explore how SR, TR or QS individually affects the quality ratings. In each of the following three subsections, we show how MOS varies with one variable (e.g., SR), while holding the other two variables fixed (e.g. TR and QS). Based on the trend observed from the data, we propose a mathematical model that characterizes the degradation of the quality with this variable (e.g. SR). We further examine the interactions of different variables through the three-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) [23] detailed in Sec. IV to enhance the model derivation. Finally in the last subsection, we propose an overall quality model by taking the product of the three model functions of individual variables, and validate its accuracy.
A. Modeling Normalized Quality v.s. Spatial Resolution
In this subsection, we examine how SR affects the perceived quality, when TR and QS are fixed. Towards this goal, we plot the normalized quality v.s. normalized SR s/s max (NQS) (here, s max = 4CIF) at the same TR and QS in Fig. 4 for each source sequence. The NQS function is defined as
From Fig. 4 , we can observe that the dropping curves of different TR's but same QS tend to cluster together. In other words, the dropping trend in all cases seem to depend on the QS, with a higher QS leading to a faster dropping, except for the two lowest QS's, which lead to similar dropping rates.
To examine the dependency of the NQS on TR and QS, respectively, we conduct a three-way ANOVA test for NQS data, which is described later in Sec. IV. Based both on our observation of the dependency of NQS dropping rate on QS and TR, and on the results of the ANOVA test on NQS in Table VII , we choose to approximate the NQS data at the same QS but different TR's with the same model function. By examining the general trend of how NQS changes with normalized SR, we propose the following model, called MNQS, i.e.,
where α s (q) characterizes the quality decay rate as s decreases, with a smaller value corresponding to a faster dropping rate. The parameter β s controls the general shape of the inverse exponential function given in (4), and is called the shaping parameter. This parameter is fixed for all sequences and all QS, so that only a single parameter α s is content-and QS-dependent. Fig. 5 shows that this model fits the NQS data at different QP's very well. To quantify the accuracy of the fitting, we measure the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) and root mean square error (RMSE) between the measured and predicted data, which are given in Fig. 5 . The parameter α s for each QP is obtained by least squares fitting to NQS data at this QP but all different TR's.
We further examine the model performance when we allow α s to vary with TR. Table IV shows that this does not lead to significant improvement in PCC and RMSE. This further confirms that by assuming α s to be independent of TR, we can reduce the model complexity without sacrificing the model accuracy.
In Fig. 5 each subplot contains the MNQS curves corresponding to different QS's, for the same video content. We can see that the quality drops faster at larger QS. This is because larger QS introduces more blurring artifacts 1 compared with smaller QS given the same SR.
To further simplify the model, we investigate the relationship between α s and QS. Fig. 6 shows that α s has an approximately linear relationship with QP, for QP >= 28, and the α s for QP = 22 is very close to that for QP = 28. Therefore, we propose to model the dependency of α s on q (and equivalently on QP) by
where QP is related to q with QP(q) = 4+6 log 2 q, as defined by the H.264/SVC codec [24] . We derive the constants υ 1 , υ 2 , and β s (which are sequence independent) together with the model parameterα s (sequence dependent) by minimizing the mean squares error between the measured NQS data at all STAR combinations and the predicted NQS using (4) and (5) .
The best fitting constants are υ 1 = −0.037, υ 2 = 2.25, and β s = 0.74. Fig. 6 shows that the α s determined using (5) are quite close to the original α s , except for a few cases (e.g. Flowergarden and Soccer). Even in those cases, the differences in α s values do not have a significant impact on the resulting MNQS curves. The MNQS curves obtained using (4) and (5) with only a single content-dependent parameterα s are very similar to those shown previously in Fig. 5 , and hence are not included to save the space. Table IV shows that using a single parameterα s is only slightly worse than using independently determined α s for each QP. Therefore, we propose to use (5) together with (4) to model NQS, which needs only one content-dependent parameterα s across different QP levels.
B. Modeling Normalized Quality v.s. Quantizations
In this subsection, we explore how QS affects the perceived quality when SR and TR are fixed. Towards this goal, we plot the normalized quality v.s. inverted normalized QS q min /q (NQQ) at same SR and TR in Fig. 7 . Note that q min /q can be considered as the normalized amplitude resolution. The NQQ is defined as
where q min is the minimum QS. We set q min = 16, corresponding to QP = 28 in our study 2 ). In Fig. 7 , we can observe that the NQQ for different TR's but the same SR tend to cluster together. Based on both this observation and the ANOVA test on NQQ in Table VII , we propose to model NQQ using a function that depends on SR, but not TR. We further find that the generalized inverse exponential function can also characterize relation of NQQ with inverted normalized QS at the same SR, and hence propose the following model for NQQ (MNQQ)
where α q is the model parameter. This parameter characterizes the quality decay rate as q increases, with a smaller value corresponding to a slower dropping rate. Based on the previous analysis, we assume α q depends on s but not t. We derive α q for each SR for a test sequence by least squares fitting using measured NQQ data for that SR, at all TR's. Similar to β s in (4), we found that β q = 1 works well for all 7 source sequences, so that only a single parameter α q is contentdependent and SR-dependent. Fig. 8 shows that the MNQQ model is very accurate. We further evaluate the model accuracy when the parameter α q is allowed to vary with TR. Table IV shows that allowing α q to vary with TR does not improve the model accuracy significantly.
C. Modeling Normalized Quality v.s. Temporal Resolution
In this subsection, we explore how TR affects perceived quality when SR and QS are fixed. Towards this goal, we plot the normalized quality v.s. normalized TR t/t max (NQT) at same SR and QS in Fig. 9 . The NQT is defined as
where t max is the maximum TR (here, t max = 30Hz). From Fig. 9 , we can observe that the dropping trends of NQT for 2 Recall that even though we have tested videos coded at QP=22 at TR=30 Hz, the minimal QP that is tested at all TR and SQ is QP=28. (7) for all t at a given s. The parameter α q for each sequences and SR is determined by least squares fitting of data at all TR's. PCC=0.982, RMSE=0.041. different SR's and QS's tend to cluster together and there is no clear interaction among them. Based on this observation and the ANOVA test for NQT given in Table VII , we choose to use a model function that is independent of both SR and QS. By examining the general trend of how NQT changes with normalized TR, we propose the follow model for NQT data (MNQT)
The parameter α t controls how fast the NQT drops as t decreases, with a smaller value corresponding to a faster dropping rate. Based on the previous analysis, we assume α t is independent of both SR and QS, and derive its value for each test sequence by least squares fitting using measured NQT data at all SR's and QS's. Similar to β s in (4), β t is a constant of 0.63 for all seven sequences, which is found by least square fitting for all NQT data. Fig. 10 shows that the model curves can capture the data trends quite well. We also compute the PCC and RMSE of the model when using a best fitting α t for each different pair of SR and QS. Table IV (middle two rows) shows that this brings slight improvement in terms of PCC and RMSE. However, considering that we already achieve high PCC and low RMSE with a parameter that is independent of both SR and QS, we choose to use this option to reduce the model complexity.
D. The Overall Q-STAR Model
To derive the overall quality model as a function of s, t, q, we recognize that the normalized MOS can be decomposed in Among these decomposition orders, we choose the one that will require the least number of model parameters while maintaining high accuracy. Because NQT term is independent of both SR and QS, and the NQS and NQQ terms are both independent of TR, we could put NQT at any place, and it will only require a single parameter α t , and it will not affect the number of parameters needed for NQS and NQQ. Between NQS and NQQ, if we choose to put NQQ term after the NQS term, we would need to estimate α q for each s. This is because the NQQ parameter α q depends on s, and we don't have a good model that relates α q with s. On the other hand, if we put the NQS term after the NQQ term, we only need to estimate α q for s = s max , and because of (5), we only need to estimateα s to obtain α s for all q. Based on these considerations, we could use either (10d), (10e) or (10f) to reduce the model parameters Table V. while maintain high model performance. Because NQT(t; s, q) does not depend on s and q, either decomposition will give the same model.
By replacing NQS, NQQ, NQT in (10e) with their models described in (4), (7) and (9), respectively, the proposed overall quality model as a function of s, t, q, to be called QSTAR, can be written as, QSTAR(s, t, q) = MNQQ(q; s max )MNQS(s; q)MNQT(t)
when β q = 1, β s = 0.74, β t = 0.63 and L((QP(q)) is defined in (5), with υ 1 =−0.037, υ 2 =2.25. The model has three content-dependent parameters α q ,α s and α t . We compare the predicted quality using this model with measured MOS in Fig. 11 , where the model parameters are obtained as described previously. As can be seen that the model matches very well with measured MOS points for most cases. . We see that the RMSE of the prediction error is lower than the CI for all sequences. The correlation scatter plot between predicted and measured quality is presented in Fig. 12 (left part) . The proposed model characterizes the normalized quality, relative to the maximum quality achievable at a highest STAR. In practical applications, the maximum affordable STAR (and hence the maximum possible quality) at a particular video receiver is often fixed due to its bandwidth and display capacity. It is the relative quality compared to this maximum that is of importance. Therefore, we believe a model that predicts the normalized quality has wide practical applications. 
IV. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SUBJECTIVE TEST RESULTS
To examine the statistical significance of the effect of SR, TR, and QS and their interactions on the MOS data, we conduct three way ANOVA test, which computes the probability ( p-value, which is derived from the cumulative distribution function of F based on the F-value) of the null hypothesis that the differences in the MOS values due to the changes in the examined variables is due to chance. If this probability is low (i.e. p-value < 0.05), we consider the examined variable as having statistically significant influence on MOS. Otherwise, we say that the examined variable has statistically insignificant influence on MOS.
As shown in Table VI , SR, TR, and QS each has significant impact on the MOS. The interaction between SR and TR, and that between QS and TR, although exceeding the significance threshold, are less significant than that between SR and QS. However, there is no significant interaction among all three variables. The above test examines the impact of the STAR on the absolute quality ratings directly. To further examine whether SR and TR influence the quality drops as QS increases, when SR and TR are fixed, we perform three-way ANOVA test on the NQQ data. Similarly we perform threeway ANOVA tests on NQS and NQT data. These results are reported in Table VII . The ANOVA test for NQS reveals that QS has significant effect on NQS, but TR doesn't; furthermore, the interaction between SR and QS is significant, but not the interaction between SR and TR. Note that the insignificant interaction between SR and TR essentially tells us that the dropping rate of NQS curve as SR decreases does not depend on TR in a statistically significant way. Likewise, the ANOVA test for NQQ reveals that SR has significant effect on NQQ, but TR doesn't; furthermore, the interaction between QS and SR is significant, but not the interaction between QS and TR. Different from the results for NQS and NQQ, the ANOVA test for NQT reveals that both SR and QS have significant impact on NQT, but the interaction between TR and SR, and that between TR and QS are both insignificant. This suggests that the differences in the dropping rates of NQT curves under different SR and QS are mostly caused by viewer rating noise. These results are consistent with the observations made earlier about the NQS, NQT, and NQQ data, and support the assumptions we made while deriving the QSTAR model (i.e. α s depends on QS but not TR, α q depends on SR but not TR, and α t is independent of SR and QS).
Note that with the default deblocking filter in H.264, higher QS causes more noticeable blurring effect than typical quantization effect. Because we display PVS's at the full screen resolution (with spatial interpolation when necessary), lower SR sequences also exhibit significant blurring. We suspect that the interaction of SR and QS on both NQQ and NQS is because reducing SR and increasing QS both can lead to increased blurring effect, making it harder to separate the perceived distortion due to higher QS and those due to lower SR. On the other hand, reducing TR causes unsmooth rendering of fast moving objects, which is an artifact that is quite distinguishable from the blurring artifacts associated with lower SR or higher QS. This may be the reason that there is no significant interaction between SR and TR on both NQS and NQT, and between QS and TR on both NQT and NQQ.
V. MODEL PARAMETER PREDICTION FROM CONTENT FEATURES
As shown in Sec. III, the dropping rates of NQS, NQT, NQQ curves, and consequently the model parameters,α s , α t , α q are sequence dependent. The model will be very useful if the model parameters can be predicted from some content features derived from the original video sequences. We use a subset of features introduced in our previous work [11] to build predictors for the model parameters. These features are described briefly below:
• Mean and standard deviation of frame difference (FD), denoted by μ FD and σ FD : the average of the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the absolute difference between co-located pixels in successive frames. • Contrast (STD), denoted by σ : the average of the standard deviation of the pixel values in each frame. • Motion vector magnitude (MVM): the mean of the motion vector magnitudes that are in the top 10 percentile. • Mean and standard deviation of displaced frame difference (DFD), denoted by μ DFD and σ DFD : the average of the mean and standard deviation of the absolute difference between corresponding pixels in successive frames based on the detected motion field. • Motion activity intensity (MAI): the average of the standard deviation of motion vector magnitudes in each frame. • Motion direction activity (MDA): the average of the standard deviation of motion vector directions in each frame. • Gabor feature: the average of the mean magnitude of the filter outputs from four Gabor filters [11] in each frame. We also normalize some of the preceding features with STD, MAI, and MDA, respectively, yielding NFD = μ FD /σ , NDFD = μ DFD /σ , NMV_STD = MVM/σ , NMV_ MAI = MVM/MAI, NMV_MDA = MVM/MDA. Note that each feature is derived from the original video signals at s max = 4CIF and t max = 30Hz. Motion vectors over As in [11] we use a generalized linear model (GLM) [25] to predict each parameter from multiple features. There, the features to be included and the predictor coefficients for different parameters are determined separately. However, in this study, we choose to find a minimal feature set that can predict all parameters simultaneously and accurately.
Let p l,m , m = 1, 2, . . . , M, l = 1, 2, . . . , L, denote the l th parameter of m th sequence and f k,m , k = 1, 2, . . . , K , the k th feature of m th sequence. p l,m is predicted using a generalized linear predictor, g l,0 + K k=1 g l,k f k,m . This predictor can be written in a vector form, i.e.,
whereP m = [p 1,m ,p 2,m , . . . ,p L ,m ] T contains the predicted parameters for sequence m, G is a L×(K +1) matrix containing coefficients g l,k and F m = [1, f 1,m , f 2,m , . . . , f K ,m ] T contains the features of sequence m. In order to find the optimum solution for the feature set and corresponding G that can minimize the prediction error and be generalizable to other sequences outside our test sequences, we use the leave-oneout cross-validation error (CVE) criterion. The main idea is to randomly pick one sequence for testing while the rest are for training. Let F K denote all possible feature sets with K features. For a particular set of chosen K features γ K ∈ F K , we arbitrarily set one source sequence as a test sequence (i.e., m t ) and remaining (M-1) sequences as training sequences (i.e., ). We determine the optimal predictor matrix G by minimizing the fitting error E for (M-1) training sequences, defined as E = 1
We then find the predicted model parameterP using the previously determined G for the test sequence, and evaluate the fitting error E m t which is the sum of the quality difference absolute value under all STAR combinations for this sequence. We repeat this process, each time using a different sequence as the test sequence, and find the average of all fitting errors, E γ K = 1 M M m t =1 E m t , associated with this feature set γ K . For a given K , the set of features that leads to the least CVE E γ K is chosen. We evaluate the CVE starting with K = 1 and increase K until the minimal CVE does not reduce significantly. The resulting K features are the final feature set chosen. We then re-compute the predictor matrix G to minimize the average parameter fitting error over all the sequences, i.e., 1 Using this procedure, we found that three features, σ D F D , η(μ FD , σ ), G m , can accurately predict model parameters with the following predictors: Fig. 12 (right part) shows the scatter plot between measured and predicted quality using model parameters estimated from content features. Table V summarizes the model performance and shows that the model using predicted parameters provides accuracy very close to that of the model whose parameters are from least square fitting. The predicted quality curves based on the estimated model parameters are very close to those using the original model parameters, previously shown in Fig. 11 , and hence are not shown here to save space.
VI. VALIDATION OF PROPOSED MODELS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the QSTAR model on other subjective quality databases (DataSet#2-#6), to demonstrate that it is generally applicable to videos generated using different encoding methods or displayed under different environments. To validate the efficacy of the parameter predictor derived from the test sequences we originally have (DataSet#1), we also conducted additional subjective testing to obtain MOS data for three additional test sequences (DataSet#7). We show that the QSTAR model and the parameter predictor together can accurately predict the quality ratings of DataSet#7.
We further compare the performance of our model and several other quality metrics on three subjective datasets and show that the QSTAR model is superior.
A. Model Validation Over Other Datasets
In order to verify the accuracy of the model form of QSTAR model on other datasets, we apply the model partially or fully on five other datasets reported in [6] , [7] , [11] , [26] , and [27] . Brief description of these datasets are given in Table IX . DataSet#1 refers to the one used in this paper to train the proposed model.
Note that DataSet#3, #5 contain PVS's varying in all three resolution dimensions, but the ranges of the SR are different from the range we examined in DataSet#1. Because the test points in DataSet#5 do not includes all SRs for the same TR or QP, we cannot validate the MNQS model using this dataset. In order to access the QP values in DataSet#5 we extract them from the encoding configuration files used to code test sequences in different scalable layers. For DataSet#2 and DataSet#6, which contain PVS's in different TR and QS, but all at CIF resolution, we validate a special case of QSTAR: QSTAR(t, q; CIF) = MNQQ(q; CIF) MNQT(t). In addition to trying to fit the overall model QSTAR(s, t, q) or QSTAR(t, q; CIF) to the entire set of MOS data at different combinations of (s, t, q) for a database, we also try to validate the individual model (i.e., MNQS, MNQT, MNQQ) when there are sufficient testing points. For instances, when there are multiple PVS's at different TR's under the same SR and QS, we can validate the MNQT model. DataSet#4 contains sequences at the same SR (HDTV) and TR (30Hz) but different QS's. We only validate the MNQQ model in this case using the quantization stepsize derived from either H.264 or MPEG-2 coder with its corresponding conversion function. 3 While applying the proposed model, we use the same values for the shaping parameters β s , β t , β q that are derived from our training data DataSet#1 (as reported in Sec. III), but apply the optimal values forα s , α t , α q for each source sequence, derived by least squares fitting with the given MOS data for that sequence at available (s, t, q) combinations. We would like to note that the five other datasets included in this validation study are obtained at different ranges of STAR and under different display environments than DataSet#1. The fact that the QSTAR model as well as the MNQS, MNQT, and MNQQ models worked well for these datasets is very encouraging. This indicates that the relative quality normalized with respect to the the quality achievable at the maximum spatial, temporal, and amplitude resolutions are mainly dependent on the relative resolutions, rather than the absolute resolutions.
B. Comparison With Different Metrics
In this subsection, we compare the performance of the QSTAR model with several other metrics, including PSNR, VQM [28] , MS-SSIM (Multiscale SSIM) [29] , and Kim et al. [6] . VQM is a model that uses a linear combination of seven features. Four features are based on spatial gradients of the Y luminance component, two features are extracted from the two chrominance components (CB, CR), and the last feature is based on contrast and absolute temporal information of Y luminance component. We used the reference software available in [30] . MS-SSIM is a multi-scale structural similarity method, which supplies more flexibility than single-scale methods in incorporating the variations of viewing conditions. The final quality index of a video is the average of the MS-SSIM scores obtained for individual frames. To apply PSRN, VQM, and MS-SSIM for test videos of different spatial and temporal resolutions, we first interpolate each decoded video into the same spatial (using Lanczos filter) and temporal (frame repeat) resolution of the original source video, and then compute the score at that resolution. Kim et al. [6] proposed a quality model as a function of PSNR, frame rate and frame height: where a 1 to a 5 are model parameters, M A is MPEG-7 motion activity, t is the frame rate and H denotes the height of the image. PSNR is computed between the original source video and the interpolated decoded video. Instead of applying the constant value provided by [6] , a 1 to a 5 are obtained by least square fitting to MOS values. The parameters β 1 and β 2 are chosen so that the height of the image is scaled to a range of [−10, 10].
We apply these methods as well as the QSTAR model to DataSet#1 and #5 and a new dataset (DataSet#7) that we generated. With the QSTAR model, we evaluate its performance both using parameters derived from least square fitting with the MOS data, and using parameters predicted from content features using the predictor determined using DataSet#1 as training data (as described in Sec. V). We conducted additional subjective tests following the same procedure to another three sequences, to create DataSet#7, so that we could evaluate the performance of the QSTAR model when the model parameters are predicted from the content features directly. Note that we could only examine DataSet#1, #5 and #7 because we do not have the actual test sequences used in other datasets available.
The summary of all model performances are shown in Table XI . Note that the PSNR, VQM and MS-SSIM metrics are generally not linearly related to the quality score, and they do not use content-dependent parameters. For a fair comparison, we applied the logistic function defined in [31] to fit the prediction data by these metrics to the subjective data. It is not surprising that PSNR performs the worst among these four. We can see that the QSTAR model (both when parameters are obtained from least square fitting, and the parameters are predicted from the video content features) outperforms both VQM, MS-SSIM and Kim et al. for DataSet#1 and #7. We suspect that part of the reason is that the sequences in this dataset have different range of spatial resolutions and different display environment than what we used to train the parameter predictor. However, given the quite close performance of Q-STAR using predicted parameters with other comparison metrics for this dataset, and the significantly better performance of Q-STAR on the other datasets, we think the Q-STAR model is very promising.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a perceptual quality model considering the impact of SR, TR and QS based on subjective tests conducted on a mobile display platform. In this model, we use a one-parameter function to capture the quality decay v.s. SR, TR and QS individually. The parameter in each function is sequence dependent. Interestingly, we found that the dropping rate of the quality with TR, characterized by α t , is independent of SR and QS, and the dropping rate of quality with both SR and QS, indicated by α s and α q , respectively, are both independent of TR. Although the dropping rate with SR α s is dependent on QP, we found that they are related linearly. The overall model only requires three content-dependent parameters. we further developed an efficient method that can automatically predict the model parameters well from some content features and validated the accuracy of the proposed model using subjective test results from our own experiments as well as five other datasets, which contain subjective ratings for different source videos compressed using different encoders and displayed under different environments. Both the overall QSTAR model and the individual models MNQS, MNQT and MNQQ are shown to be quite accurate (PCC>0.8 in all cases). Moreover, when comparing with other quality models, our model is superior over three datasets. Based on these results, we conclude that the proposed QSTAR model and its components MNQQ, MNQT, and MNQS are applicable to various encoding and display environments, but the model parameters generally depend on the encoding and display setting.
It is worth noting the implication of the proposed model form in (11) . It suggests that the quality of a video is the product of a spatial quality factor (jointly determined by SR and QS) and a temporal quality factor (determined by TR). The spatial term is in turn the product of two factors, MNQQ and MNQS. MNQQ describes how QS affects the quality when the video is at the maximum SR; and MNQS accounts for the quality degradation due to lower SR. Finally the temporal quality factor or MNQT accounts for the quality degradation due to lower TR.
The proposed quality models, together with the rate model, also as a function of STAR in [32] , can be used to determine the optimal STAR that maximizes the quality given a rate constraint, both for video encoding/transcoding and for scalable video adaptation as shown in [10] , [33] , and [34] .
